
X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS)
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Core level spectroscopies
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Core levels are deep levels in atoms (~100 - 10000 eV)

Binding energies are characteristic of the elements
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photoelectron spectrum

Photoemission Spectroscopy
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Electron Spectrometer Instrumentation and Processes
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Band Theory
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Band Theory Approaches

Free Atoms
Atomic Orbitals

Free Electrons

Tight Binding Model
Overlapping Atomic Orbitals

as atoms get closer
Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals

Nearly Free Electron Model
Bloch Wavefunctions

Free electrons + Periodic Potential

Full Treatment.
Many Body Treatment

Density Functional Theory

Essentially inter-atomic
bonding

Essentially Energy Gap
Transport

Good for 
d-band transition metals
and semiconductors
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E

Free Atoms Tight Binding
Large Spacing

Nearly Free
Electrons

Free 
Electrons

Real Crystals?

EE

Overlap of
atomic orbitals

Free Electrons in
Periodic Potentials

The two approaches, tight-binding and free electrons in periodic 
potential are idealised cases where electron wave functions can 
be easily expressed and band calculations can be relatively 
easily calculated.
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Kinetic
Energy T Potential

Energy V(r)
Electron
repulsion Exc

One of the most efficient realistic technique is the Density Function Theory (DFT), where 
the electron density is defined as

many-body wave function

So if n(r) known, then the many-body wave function can be calculated. This can then be 
used to calculate the total energy

From LDA

Density Functional Theory



Summary - Calculation of electron energy bands
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Localized (confined) Electrons (Close to the Atoms): “Tight Binding”
Use interactions between atomic orbitals on adjacent atoms (the second factor of 
a Bloch function)
Output: E(k) has cosine form, useful for atom-like wave functions.
Examples: 3d-electrons in noble and transition metals (Cu, Ni), semiconductors

Delocalized (free) Electrons (between the Atoms): Plane Waves
Start with plane waves for free electrons (the first factor of a Bloch function)

Universal Method: Density Functional Theory (DFT)
Mainly used in the local density approximation (LDA). Reduces the problem from 
1023 coupled electrons to a single electron in an effective potential. The total 
electron density n(r) determines everything. It is used widely and free of material-
specific parameters.

Output: E(k) is approximately parabolic, with a gaps at the zone boundaries. 
Examples: s,p-electrons in metals (Al, Cu, Ni)



Band structures of some real materials



Band structures of real materials: Al
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Fermi level if only one electron in valence band
Then it would be a Fermi sphere entirely within 
1st Brillouin zone - free electron metal.



Band structures of real materials: Al
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Band structures of real materials: Si and GaAs
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vg = 0

the shell the electrons are in. The other quantum numbers l and m are the
parameters of the spherical harmonic functions which describe the angular
part. In this sense, l and m are quantum numbers which are related to the
symmetry of the atom, which is sphere. In the solid the symmetry is given
by the periodic lattice structure and k can be viewed as the quantum number
related to this symmetry.

We have now two different interpretation of k. It can be viewed as the
wave vector of the Bloch wave or as a quantum number describing the state
the electron is in. It is very tempting also to interpret h̄k as the momentum
of the electron, as in the case of free electrons. But this is wrong. This can
be seen quite easily. We apply the momentum operator −ih̄∇ on the Bloch
wave (7.9) to obtain

−ih̄∇ψk(r) = h̄kψk(r) − eikrih̄∇uk(r),

which is only the same as in the free electron case when uk(r) vanishes.
We will understand the meaning of k somewhat better when we discuss the
transport of electricity via Bloch states.

The occurrence of energy gaps at the zone boundary can be made plau-
sible by a very simple argument. Consider an free electron travelling per-
pendicular to a set of lattice planes separated by a distance d. The electron
has the wave function ψ(x) ∝ eikx, i.e. it behaves like a plane wave with a
wavelength λ = 2π/k. Such a wave fulfils the Bragg condition (3.1) for a
value of k = nπ/d. This means that the lattice will reflect the wave back to
some degree. Since the solid is very big, the entire wave will eventually be
reflected back, leading to two types of standing waves:

ψ(+) ∝ ei π
d

x + e−i π
d

x = 2cos(
π

d
x) (7.18)

ψ(−) ∝ ei π
d

x − e−i π
d

x = 2isin(
π

d
x). (7.19)

This situation is shown in Fig. 7.9. The two standing waves have charge
densities which are shifted with respect to the positive ion potential. ψ(+)
shows an accumulation of charge near the ion cores while ψ(−) shows a
depletion. Therefore ψ(+) has a lower energy than ψ(−) at the Brillouin
zone boundaries where k = nπ/d or k = nπ/a in the one dimensional model.

When discussing lattice vibrations, we have stated that the group velocity
of the lattice waves is given by dω/dk where ω is the angular frequency of
the wave and k the wave vector. This expression for the group velocity is
of very general character in the theory of waves and it can be shown that it
also hold for Bloch waves. There it is convenient to write it as

vg =
dω(k)

dk
=

1

h̄

dE(k)

dk
. (7.20)
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Surface Electronic Structure
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Two solutions: Both are matched to an exponential decay into the vacuum. The 
surface state also decays exponentially into the bulk. A necessary condition for 
the existence of such an electronic surface state is that its energy lies within a 
bulk band gap, i.e. that it is not degenerate with any bulk states. We have seen 
that gaps in the bulk band structure emerge frequently from simple models.

State is in a projected bulk gap and 
confined only to the surface

E within allowed bulk
energy bands - only slightly 
modifiedfrtm bulk

Surface Electronic States
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Projected onto surface BZ

Band Gap Surface State

Projected Bulk
Bands

Surface State

dispersion

Surface
Resonance

E E

Surface Electronic States

Two types of surface states but no difference fundamentally: Shockley States arise in the 
framework of the Nearly Free Electron Model; 
Tamm States arise from the framework of the Tight Binding Model.
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Surface Resonance bulk like but enhanced

 
Surface state exists only in band gap of 
projected bands

 
Projected onto surface BZ

Calculated Bulk band structure of aluminium
 

 
Projection in (001) direction
- Al(100) surface BZ
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Surface Electronic States- tight binding picture
The atoms at the surface have 
fewer nearest neighbours and 
this leads to a band narrowing 
in the tight-binding model. 
Surface atoms missing bonding 
n e i g h b o u r. R e l e va n t f o r 
semiconduc to rs and the 
missing atoms mean an extra 
orbital left dangling - known as 
dangling bonds. These are 
donor or acceptor types. 
The figure from Luth shows 
qualitatively two atoms per unit 
cell in the sp3 bonding form 
two bands, valence completely 
ful l and conduction band 
completely empty. At the 
surface however, the bonding 
leads to electronic levels that 
are closer to the atomic levels.
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Surface Electronic States - semiconductor surfaces
Semiconductors like Si have sp3 
hybridisation leading to tetrahedral 
bonding. However at a perfectly 
cleaved surface, say Si(111), these 
bonds are broken leaving dangling 
orbitals with one electron in each. 
The situation is like a line of H-atoms 
that we already looked at in the tight-
binding section. These will form 2D 
bands but because we only have N 
electrons to place in 2N states, the 
band will be only half full - that is the 
surface is metallic. This is unstable 
a n d s o t h e S i ( 111 ) s u r f a c e 
reconstructs to form dimers, where 
the surface unit cell now has two 
atoms per unit cell (cf graphene) so

Energy lowered as 
band curves down

Surface State Band 
Dispersion

now there are two bands and 2N electrons, which will completely fill one band. This is shown 
on the right. The doubling of periodicity leads to the energy being lowered compared to the 
single band, as now the band curves down at the red BZ boundary.

Si(111)
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Surface Electronic States - semiconductor surfaces
Si(100)

Si(100) is technologically one of the most important surfaces for devices. Again, two 
different models and the right shows the calculated surface state band structure. Unlike the 
Si(111) surface, even the ideal terminated surface has two electrons in the dangling bond, 
so there are two bands, one full and the other empty - but because the bandwidth is narrow 
and the lower band crosses the fermi level, leading to metallic character. The asymmetric 
dimer model is the correct reconstructed model.
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Surface Electronic States - semiconductor surfaces
Fermi Level Pinning

n-type material
with 2 surface 
state bands 
in the gap

electron flow 

Band bending as electrons flow 
from the donor atoms of the n-
type into the surface state band. 
The band bending is due to 
electric field as a result of charge 
depletion, leaving positive donors 
in the bulk. The fermi level in 
principle can be changed from 
just at the VBM to just below the 
CBM by varying the dopants 
(from p-type to n-type) and the 
fermi level is then continuously 
changing. So the work function, 
which is measured Evac-Ef, 
would continuously change.  
However in the presence of 
surface state bands, the position 
of the Fermi level at the surface 
is dictated by the surface state 
bands and the fermi level is then 
pinned at the surface state.

Expected work function 
change for no surface states

Exp. work function change 
over entire doping range, 
from p-type to n-type

G. Allen, Phys Rev B 127 (1962) 150; P. Hoffman, Surface Physics, an Introduction.
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Intrinsic and extrinsic surface states

• Intrinsic i.e. crystal-induced surface states, well ordered as considered in last three slides. 
Characteristic of a well-ordered crystal surfaces 

• Extrinsic surface states related to defects, vacancies, foreign atoms, steps at surfaces - 
here there is no 2D symmetry.

• Image-potential induced surface states due to the electrostatic interaction between the 
electron and its image charge. If no bulk empty states near Evac, electron interacts with 
image charge and remains trapped.

Surface Electronic States - semiconductor surfaces

Electron
near surface

Positive image
 charge in bulk
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Surface Electronic States 
Breakdown of translational symmetry perpendicular to surface

Localisation of electron density at the surface
Surface

Vacuum Level

Empty states
 in “gap”
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Defined as the smallest energy needed to extract an electron from the solid

DFT calculation of the effect of the surface on the electron density for two surfaces, Cs 
(n=9x1027 electrons m-3) and Al (n=2x1029 electrons m-3), in a jellium model where the 
positive charge density is uniformly smeared out. Electrons spill out into the vacuum 
creating a dipole layer. The sign of the dipole opposes electrons moving out into the 
vacuum. This contributes to the work function. Far in the bulk, electron density reaches 
that of the positive charge density, to maintain charge neutrality. Note the Friedel 
oscillations.

Work function
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Work function

Dipole contribution to work function for metals with higher electron concentration is higher 
as for aluminium 

Potential due to surface dipole layer at surface

Electrostatic potential inc. exchange-correlation

Deep in the bulk, potential energy of electrons is low

Vacuum Level

Fermi Level

Veff

Two parts to the work function - a surface part due to dipole layer and a bulk part 

Typical values for metals are about 4 eV
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Work function - Other Factors that contribute

Close-packed surface
higher work function

Open surface - Smoluchowski smoothing of electron 
density creates dipole in the opposite sense to electron 
spill-out, thus lowering work function.

Electron spill out - metals with higher electron density spill out more, causing a larger dipole 
Surface Orientation - open surfaces vs closed surfaces. Open surfaces have Smoluchowski 
smoothing which creates a dipole in the opposite sense to the spill out. So open surfaces 
have lower work function than closed surfaces. For example Cu(111)>Cu(100)>Cu(110)
Work function is very sensitive to surface conditions. Adsorption of electronegative or 
electropositive atoms causes big changes. For example electronegative atoms take 
electrons from the surface, thus contributing to the surface dipole layer in the same way as 
the spill-over.
On the other hand, electropositive atoms donate electrons to the surface, thereby creating 
dipoles in the opposite sense to spill-over, thus reducing the work function.

The loss of electrons by 
alkali atoms makes them 
positively charged which 
keeps them apart - but at 
higher coverage they 
become metallic so slight 
rise in work function



Two reference and two difference Energies
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1) The vacuum level EV is the energy  
of an electron at rest far from a solid.  

2) The Fermi level EF separates filled  
and empty states.  

1) The inner potential V0 is the average  
potential energy of an electron inside a  
solid, taken relative to EV (i.e. negative).  

2) The work function ø =EV- EF is the  
energy to remove an electron from a solid.  

In a semiconductor, the Fermi level can  
move around in the gap. Therefore it is  
useful to replace the Fermi level by the  
valence band maximum VBM, and the  
work function by the ionization energy I. 



Focus on photoemission
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hv e-
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Photoemission as a three step model:

– Absorption of a photon and ionization (initial state effects) - photo-
ionisation cross sections

– Response of atom and creation of photoelectron (final state effects) 

– Transport of electron to surface and escape (extrinsic losses) - 
inelastic mean free path

The final state can be thought of as made up of two contributions - the 
response of the system to the core-hole, and the effects due to the 
photoelectron travelling through the solid, which may cause inelastic 
scattering.



Photoemission process
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!!"# = ℎ! − !!"# − !!

The photoemission spectrum reflects 
the occupied states in the sample, 
shifted by the photon energy minus the 
work function.

!(!!"#) = !"#(ℎ! − !!!" − !)!

DOS broad for VB as its
w id th co r responds to 
occupied bandwidth

Core levels sharp

Simple picture

In practice, spectra can show complex 
structure, and the intensity  and emission 
direction can depend on photon energy

Energy Conservation

What we measure:
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Photoemission process - look at Na example again
In the metal, the 3s, 3p levels interact to form bands. The deeper levels are unaffected. The 
DOS in the valence band is nearly free electron like with root(E) dependence.
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Photoemission concerns transitions from (occupied) initial states to free final 
states of a system.

Fermi’s Golden Rule - delta function 
ensures conservation of energy

Delocalised electron
wavefunction

Localised atomic
wavefunction

Perturbation
Hamiltonian

Photoemission process - cross sections

A is the photon electric vector potential and p is the electron momentum

Using	Taylor	series,	can	approximate		 This is the dipole approximation
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Photoemission process - cross sections
From the symmetry of the involved wave functions and the dipole operator the following 
selection rules

So in the photoemission process there are two photoemission channels 
This leads to an asymmetry as a second order effect in the differential crossection, and 
this asymmetry term is minimised when the photon source and direction of photoemitter 
electron are at the magic angle of 54.70.

Note: The selection rules also mean that If initial state is an s-wave (or s-orbital) (l = 0), for 
example, the matrix element can only be different from zero if we choose the outgoing final 
state wave to have p symmetry.



Photoemission - cross sections
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Typ ica l pho toemiss ion 
crosssection as a function of 
photon energy, shown for 
three different elements.

Rapid decrease with photon energy - initial state is a localised atomic orbital 
wave function; final state is an outgoing delocalised plane wave. For low photon 
energy near threshold, the outgoing electron has low kinetic energy, de Broglie 
wavelength is long - which means the overlap between initial and final 
wavefunctions is finite. As photon energy increases, kinetic energy of outgoing 
electron increases, so the wave function has shorter wavelength; it oscillates 
rapidly in the region of the initial state. The overlap integral (initial and final states) 
oscillates also, with an average value zero.

Cooper minimum - 
observed for 3p orbitals
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s 
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Photoemission - cross sections, Cooper Minimum

Node in initial state

Final State

Due to a node in the initial state.

Radial Distance (Bohr Radii)
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Photoemission - cross sections, Cooper Minimum
Example Ag 4d

(from J.J. Yeh: “Atomic calculation of photoionization cross sections and asymmetry parameters”,Gordon Breach
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Photoemission - cross sections
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Calcu la ted photoemiss ion cross 
sections show a maximum of about 10-18 
cm2.
1 ML of atoms at a surface contain 1015 
atoms cm-2;  Therefore 1 ML atoms 
should give 10-3 electrons per photon.
Typical laboratory based x-ray source 
produces 1012 photons s-1, therefore 
implies a photocurrent of 109 electrons 
s-1. With modern detectors, the detection 
sensitivity is less than 0.1 ML

The crossections for C1s in different 
compounds (CH4, CF4, graphite etc) is 
same.
Each subshell (s,p,d) has different 
crossection.
Lower atomic number elements have 
lower crossections - difficult to detect.From Wertheim, 1978
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Photoemission - cross sections and asymmetry parameters

https://vuo.elettra.eu/services/elements/WebElements.html

http://www.xpsfitting.com/search/label/Asymmetry
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Photoemission - Binding Energies
One of the most important information in XPS is contained in the binding energies of the 
peaks. These reflect the elemental and chemical environment of the atom in the solid.
The simplest view is to relate the measured kinetic energy to the orbital energy of the atom 
in a one particle approach. This is Koopman’s theory, sometimes called the frozen orbital 
approximation.

Better treatment is to take into account Initial State and Final State into consideration.
The absorption of a photon with energy     causes the excitation of an N-electron system 
that is represented by the initial state wavefunction           with energy          into a final state 
system with a ion, represented by the final state wavefunction              and energy                                                            
plus a photoelectron with kinetic energy 

Initial State effects affect binding energy before the photoemission event - as for example 
due to the chemical (oxidation state) environment of the atom in the solid.
Final State effects affect binding energies due to the photoemission process itself and the 
nature of the final state of the system, for example an atom in the solid with a missing 
electron. Within this are the Adiabatic (slow process, fully relaxed) and Sudden 
approximation (fast process)
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Photoemission - Binding Energies
After removal of an electron from a core state, the other electrons in the system relax to a 
new ground state to a lower energy, due to increased nuclear charge of the photo emitting 
atom. Th relaxation energy of this process is transferred to the photoelectron, increasing its 
kinetic energy and lowering the apparent binding energy.

In the sudden approximation, the photoemission process is fast, leaving behind the system 
not in the ground state but in an excited state. The energy of the excitation is missing from 
the photoelectron. Such excitations are satellites (shake-up or shake-off) and could be 
plasmon, surface plasmons (see Al spectra for example), electron-hole pair citations, 
phonons etc.
One can think of the satellite structure arising in one of two ways - either from the 
photoemission process itself, in which case the photoelectron leaves not with its full kinetic 
energy but with an energy smaller by the satellite energy. (in this case the loss structure, 
like plasmons, are called intrinsic losses.

Alternatively, the electron leaves with its full kinetic energy, but as it travels through the solid 
and into the vacuum, it excites satellites such as a plasmon. (In this case it is called 
extrinsic losses)

In reality it is difficult to distinguish between intrinsic and extrinsic loss processes.
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Photoemission - Binding Energies

e-h excitations
Doniach-Sunjic
lineshape tail

Satellite
structure, eg
plasmons

it is difficult to define criteria 
for  the  applicability  of  the 
sudden versus  the  adiabatic 
approximation  for  a  given 
process. The energy range in 
which  one  or  the  other 
approximation  should  be 
used  is  not  well  defined. 
Generally  the  adiabatic 
approximation is approached 
for  low  kinetic  energies  of 
photoelectrons  (as  in 
threshold spectroscopies and 
for  fs  lifetimes).  In  the 
sudden  approximation  the 
lifetimes  are  10-17  s,  and 
applies  to  correlated 
systems.
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Initial and Final State effects • Koopman’s theory - kinetic energy of 
photoelectron calculated from orbital 
energy of electron: !!"# = ℎ! − !!"# − !!

• Adiabatic approximation - electron is 
removed slowly, so the relaxation of the 
core hole takes place and the energy 
released in the relaxation is given to the 
outgoing electron, thus increasing its 
KE: !!"# = ℎ! − !!"# − !! − !!
• Sudden approximation - electron is 

removed quickly, but system remains in 
excited state - energy of excitation 
removed from BE of photoelectron. 
Plasmon, inelastic excitations cause tails 
and satellite structure.
• In metals, low energy (electron-hole) 

excitations (shake-up) cause asymmetry 
to XPS core hole - Doniach-Sunjic line 
shape

Photoemission - Binding Energies
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Photoemission - Binding Energies
Coupling between photoelectron and the (N-1) electron system is negligible, so the final 
state can be considered separately as made of two kinds:

Many-body state Wave function of outgoing electron

Relaxation of valence band electrons to 
higher binding energies to screen core-
hole; Changes kinetic energy of 
outgoing electron by relaxation shift. 
This is made of intra-atomic relaxation 
shift Ea and and an extra relaxation Er 
associated with the solid.
Interaction between core-hole and 
valence band causes broadening with 
multiplet splitting and satellite 
structure

Second type of final state is due to 
photoelectron scattering in the lattice on 
the way out of the solid.

Photoelectron Diffraction, shake-up, 
shake off features, plasmon features 
in spectra.

Initial state effects  reflect the chemical 
and structural environment of the atom 
in the solid - spin-orbit split, surface 
core level shift, oxidation state, 
surface state.
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Photoemission - Features in a XPS spectrum
Auger Peaks Loss Peaks/features

Shake-up/shake off

Contamination

BE Chemical shifts
O from Fe2O3 and OHSpin Orbit split peaks

Satellites
(multiplet splitting)

In free-electron like
materials - can see 
plasmon peaks at 
high BE.

G. Carraro et al, Chem. Vap. Deposition 2015, 21, 294–299
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1. Sharp peaks due to photoelectrons created within the first few atomic layers 
(elastically scattered). Chemical shifts - 

2. Multiplet splitting (occurs when unfilled shells contain unpaired electrons). 

3. A broad structure due to electrons from deeper in the solid which are 
ineslastically scattered (reduced KE) forms the background. 

4. Satellites (shake-off and shake-up) are due to a sudden change in 
Coulombic potential as the photoejected electron passes through the 
valence band. Shake-up is when valence electron is excited to higher empty 
state, leading to a loss peak; Shake-off is when the valence electron is 
ejected from the solid, leading to a broad continuum step-like  distribution at 
higher BE to the photoelectron. 

5. Spin-Orbit Splitting (p,d,f levels split)

Photoemission - Features in a XPS spectrum
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6. Plasmons which are created by collective excitations of the valence or 
conduction band electrons. Two kinds, but indistinguishable:

• Extrinsic Plasmon: excited as the energetic PE propagates through the 
solid after the photoelectric process. 

• Intrinsic Plasmon: screening response of the solid to the sudden 
creation of the core hole in one of its atom 

7. Auger peaks produced by x-rays (transitions from L to K shell: O KLL or 
C KLL) when the core hole decays. Photoelectron Auger

electron

Photoemission - Features in a XPS spectrum
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Example showing C1s binding 
energies in various compounds, 
compar ing exper imenta l and 
calculated (Koopman’s theory) 
values.
The experimental values are some 
15 eV lower in binding energies, due 
partly to final state relaxation effects 
in the adiabatic approach.
The figure also shows the binding 
energy variation of C1s among the 
different carbon compounds, due to 
initial state effects. That is the 
relaxation correction of the final 
state is the same for all the 
compounds shown here.

! !
"#
=
ℎ!
−
! !

"#
−
!!

Photoemission - Binding Energies

Apart from this relaxation correction, we shall see shortly that final state effects can give 
rise to complicated line shapes and extra features in the photoemission spectrum.
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Photoemission - Binding Energies
Initial State Effects - example C1s from carbon containing materials

The observed binding energies 
depend on the specific environment 
of the functional groups, and where 
the carbon atoms are located. 
Generally we consider binding 
energy shifts as initial state effects. 
The relaxation correction is the 
same in all cases.

 C4F3O2H5 molecule 

. Handbook of x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, edited by G.E. Muilenberg (Perkin Elmer Corporation, Eden Prairie, Minnesota, 1979).  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XPS Binding energies are characteristic of 
elements (here shown for elements 1-36). 
Note spin-orbit splitting for p and d levels. 

Typical survey spectrum - note different 
intensities for 2s and 2p levels, Auger 
peaks, and energy loss peaks.

Plasmon losses - as photoelectron is being ejected, 
it undergoes inelastic scattering, exciting collective 
plasmons in the solid.

Auger

Background due to Inelastically 
scattered electrons at lower KE

Photoemission - Binding Energies

Spin Orbit 
interaction

+1/2

-1/2
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Photoemission - Binding Energies example

https://mrl.illinois.edu/sites/default/files/pdfs/Workshop08_SurfaceAnalysisI_XPSAES_handout_final.pdf



Photoemission - Spin orbit splitting
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Photoemission - Spin orbit splitting
The origin of this splitting can be understood by considering a hydrogen like atom with a single electron. 
We imagine the electron moving in the field of a nucleus of atomic number Z. usually we imagine the 
electron revolving about the nucleus but from the rest frame of the electron, the nucleus moves about 
the electron. The nucleus carries a positive charge and generates a magnetic field at the location of the 
electron, given by the relativistic effect

Using the momentum p=mv

In the central field, E is purely radial, so we can write

Now, rxp=L, angular momentum, so pxr=-L

In terms of the potential 

And in terms of potential energy

The intrinsic magnetic moment due to the spin of the electron is

Thus the energy of the spin-orbit interaction is
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Core level peaks can be split into two components due to spin-orbit interaction. It 
is a quantum relativistic effect and so is strongest for heavier elements. Best 
described in j-j coupling scheme. For example, for a p-electron, l=1 and s=±1/2.
So L=1, S=±1/2; Total angular momentum J=L±S = 3/2 or 1/2. There are 2J+1 
magnetic orientations possible. So for J=3/2, there are 4 orientations possible; for 
J=1/2, there are 2 possible orientations. So the intensity ratio of the split peaks 
will be 1:2.
Another example, consider d-level electron. L=2, S=±1/2. So J=5/2 and 3/2. The 
possible orientations are 6 and 4, so the intensity ratio will be 2:3.

Example - Bi5d peak.
Splitting is higher for heavier elements.

The splitting and the intensity ratio 
remain the same in compounds of the 
element.

Photoemission - Spin Orbit Splitting
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Photoemission - Spin orbit splitting

Subshell J values Degeneracy 
(2J+1)

s 1/2 -

p 1/2,3/2 2,4=1,2

d 3/2.5/2 4,6=2,3

f 5/2,7/2 6,8=3,4

Binding Energy (eV)
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Photoemission - Spin orbit splitting
Bychkov-Rashba (surface): Surface-Induced-Asymmetry

Core level spin-orbit split is a relativistic effect and for deep core levels in heavy atoms, 
when electrons move fast near the nuclei, the split is quite large e.g. Bi. 
For Valence band electrons one would expect the splitting to be smaller but in a special 
case of surface states in the 2D surface, spin-orbit splitting can be caused in the nearly free 
electron like surface states in an electric field perpendicular to the surface, such as due to 
the electron spill out at the surface. This splitting was predicted by Rashba and is known as 
the Rashba splitting. The electron sees the Lorentz transformed electric field as a magnetic 
field in the plane of the surface, perpendicular to its momentum vector. This field can then 
interact with the spin of the electron and give a splitting just as in the core-levels.

Au(111) surface state

Rasha
parameter

=0 in model
Exp. Data Spin Directions



Photoemission - Surface Sensitivity



Electron Inelastic mean free paths - universal curve
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Low Xsection for Plasmon losses

Maximum Surface sensitivity

(Extrinsic) 
Plasmon losses
due to collective 
excitation of 
electron density

Lab XPS

Gradual increase

Single particle
excitations (electron-hole)



Photoemission - Examples of Initial and Final state effects to BE
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Photoemission - Binding Energies
Intrinsic/Extrinsic (through solid) satellite structure

110150190

In
te

ns
ity

Binding Energy eV

a a a a

b

a bulk plasmons
b surface plasmons

Al 2s

Al 2s line shape showing plasmon satellite structure - these can be viewed as due to 
either (1) occurring during transport of the electron through the solid (see inelastic 
mean free path slide) and is then extrinsic in nature or (2) occurring during the 
emission process itself, leaving the system in excited state. 
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Photoemission - Binding Energies
Initial and Final State Effects - example oxidised Al

Binding energy shift
of Al2p due to Al atoms in oxidised state

Final State Effects
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Photoemission - Binding Energies
Initial State Effects - example Ti 2p shift in forming TiO2

In forming the oxide, electron charge 
from the valence region is transferred 
from the Ti to the oxygen to form the 
bond with oxygen. The increased nuclear 
charge on the Ti atoms pulls all the 
energy levels down, thereby the atom 
relaxes with new higher binding energy 
levels - i.e. Ti0 to Ti4+

Note: Correspondingly, the oxygen atom 
gains electrons. The increased electron 
charge on the oxygen atom increases the 
screening of its nuclear charge, so the 
electron energy levels relax up - the 
electrons “feel” the nuclear charge less. 
SO the binding energy shifts in the 
opposite sense to the Ti.

Metal

Oxide

2p3/2
453.8 eV

2p1/2

450460470
Binding Energy eV

450460470
Binding Energy eV

2p3/2
458.5 eV

2p1/2

Ti

TiO2

Note - Spin Orbit
splitting
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Ca is less electronegative than Si and thus 
donates an electron to Si.
Those e lect rons create a negat ive 
(repulsive) potential at the Si atom, which 
pushes the Si core level up; Another way to 
look at is that the extra electron in Si shields 
the nuclear charge, so all core electrons feel 
the nuclear charge less, pushing their 
energies to lower BE.

F is more electronegative than Si and thus 
extracts an electron from the Si.
That creates a positive (attractive) potential 
at the Si atom which lowers the Si core level. 
Another way to look at is that losing an 
electron exposes the core electrons to 
increased nuclear charge, pulling them 
closer, thus raising their BE.
One can count the number of F atoms 
attached to the Si atom from the shift.

Photoemission - Binding Energies
Initial State Effects - example Si 2p level shift
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Photoemission - Binding Energies
Initial State Effects - Si 2p level shift
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Photoemission - Binding Energies
Complex final state effects - 6 eV satellite in Ni

6 eV

Ni metal

Initial State
3d94s1

Final State
3d94s2

Final State
3d104s1

Core Hole

In the initial state 3d band lies within the 4s valence 
band. In the final state, two possibilities. Electrostatic 
attraction from core hole pulls bands down below 
fermi level, filling the d band. This is now like the 
copper ground state which is Z+1. Another final state 
is that the d-band is not filled, instead screening 
provided by additional electron in 4s. The two final 
states give the satellite and main line respectively.

http://xpssimplified.com/elements/nickel.php

http://xpssimplified.com/elements/nickel.php
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Photoemission - Binding Energies
Complex final state effects - Cu oxides

Cu1+ has only weak satellite structures and 
the 2p peaks have not shifted. CuO on the 
other hand has strong satellite structure. 
These can be used to distinguish the two 
oxides.

xpssimplified.com/elements/nickel.php
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Photoemission - Binding Energies
Complex final state effects -  manganese, multiplet splitting

Manganese, like Ni, Cr, has complex final state 
effects after photoemission from a core level. The 
remaining lone electron from the core level can spin 
interact with the spin of the half filled valence band 
levels, causing multiplet splittings. So even the 
metal peak is complex. For identifying oxides, it is 
often better to use the Mn3s peak, which has well 
separated satellites for different oxides.

xpssimplified.com/elements/nickel.php
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Photoemission - Binding Energies
Complex final state effects -  Fe2+, multiplet splitting

Fe(OH)2

Fe 2p3/2

Initial State Final State Final State



Photoemission - Special initial state effect to 
Surface Core Level Shift in BE
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Photoemission - Surface Core Level Shifts (SCLS)
At the surface the atoms have fewer neighbours, so the bands 
are narrower. This leads to a special case of core level binding 
energies of surface atoms that can be seen when performing 
photoemission measurements using photon energies that yield 
surface sensitivity. This has been studies for the d-band series 
metals. SCLS are initial state effects and are sensitive to 
adsorbates.

A Ru 3d5∕2 core level spectrum from a clean 
Ru(1010) surface. Apart from the bulk peak Sb, 
two surface-related peaks are visible, one from 
the first (S1) and one from the second layer (S2) 
Note the dependence on the bulk/surface 
features on the photon energies.

The shift of the core levels are related to the 
valence d band levels - consider a spherical 
shell with radius R and with Nd electrons. Then 
the potential energy inside the sphere is

Any change in Nd changes the potential felt by 
the core levels inside the shell.
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Photoemission - Surface Core Level Shifts (SCLS)

Schematic representation of SCLS 
by d-band narrowing. The shift can 
be positive or negative depending 
on whether the band is less than 
or more than half full. The SCLS is 
given by the position of the 
centroid of the d-bands.

Bulk Core
Level

Surface d-band narrower
due to reduced coordination

Fermi level

Fermi level

As band narrows, electrons 
flow from surface to bulk to 
maintain same Fermi level. 
The surface atoms get 
positively charged, pulling 
down energy levels

As band narrows, electrons 
flow from bulk to surface to 
maintain same Fermi level. 
The surface atoms get 
negatively charged, raising 
energy levels

Band centroid
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Photoemission - Surface Core Level Shifts (SCLS)

SCLS of a series of transition metals, 
showing that the shift relates with the 
occupation number of valence d band. 
Also shown is the SCLS of the 
different surfaces, showing that the 
more the d-band narrows ((110) cuts 
5-bonds, so is narrower than (100) 
which cuts 4-bonds which is narrower 
than (111) which cuts 3-bonds)Nd < 5 Nd > 5



Photoemission - Core Hole Decay Processes
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Photoemission process - core hole decay
After ejection of a photoelectron in the photoemission process, the atom is left with a core-
hole. This decays by either an emission of another photon or by emission of an Auger 
electron. 

x-ray/fluorescence Photon 
emission more likely for deep 
core hole and high Z elements.
Auger process more likely for 
deep core hole and l ight Z 
elements

This is because initial state already has a hole, 
so equivalent to Z+1 element.



Angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) 
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Angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) 
• Useful for measuring DOS at the valence band, to deduce k-momentum 

dependence of valence state and determine the band structure. So angle 
resolved measurements.Band dispersion and Fermi surfaces.

• Surface States.
• Molecular Orbital Levels.

• Measured in the lab using UV source which operates at low photon energy 
(and hence high crossections). Typically HeI at 21.22 eV.

• Fundamentally not different from XPS.

• Excite with UV radiation, measure photoelectrons
• Measure as a function of photoelectron emission angle.
• Measure two angles - polar and azimuthal
• Determine the energy and wave vector of the photoelectron.
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Angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) 

Eli Rotenberg, ALS summer school



Band structure : semiconductor
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semiconductor Noble Metal
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Angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) 

Momentum conservation in 
angle-resolved photoemission. 
(a) For a constant potential, it is 
impossible to simultaneously 
conserve energy and momentum 
during an optical excitation. (b) For 
a nearly free electron potential it is 
possible by adding a reciprocal 
lattice vector. (c) Same situation as 
for (b) but in a reduced zone 
scheme.

From: Philip Hofmann
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Angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) 
Periodicity of the lattice perpendicular to the surface is broken. Parallel to the 2D 
surface the periodicity is intact.

Solid

Vacuum



Angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) 

• Measure the energy and emission angle of the 
photoemitted electrons outside the surface.

• Calculate the energy and the k-vector outside the 
surface.

• Infer the energy and the k-vector inside the solid, i.e. 
the bands. 81

!!"# = ℎ! − !!"# − !!



• Measure photoemission 
intensity as a function of 
energy and emission 
angle.

• Infer occupied two-
dimensional band 
structure

Angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES)
Example - surface state dispersion 
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Angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES)
Example - Quantum well states - Ag thin films on Au(111) 

E

AgAu

Ef

Projected Bands

Projected
Bandgap Ag QWS

in Au projected
 gap

Z

n

Ag QW

Ag SS

D.A.Luh et al, PRL (2008)



Photoelectron Diffraction (PED)
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Photoelectron Diffraction (PED)
• While valence band electrons are delocalised and involved in bond formation, core-level 

electrons are localised in the atomic orbitals close to the nuclei. Therefore core 
electrons are an efficient tool for probing the local structure and chemical environment 
of atoms.

• In XPD the intensity of a core level photoelectron is monitored as a function of emission 
angle or kinetic energy.

• The photoelectron is a plane wave and as such there is interference between a directly 
emitted electron and ones which undergo scattering from neighbouring atoms. This 
interference is the final state, determined by the path difference and scattering phase 
shifts between the electron waves. These depend on the electron kinetic energy, on the 
detector geometry and position of the emitter atom relative to the scattering atoms 
nearby.

• By changing the detector position (or sample angle) or the kinetic energy of the 
electrons (using synchrotron radiation to change photon energies), interference 
conditions are changed, and the modulations observed as a function of emission angle 
or kinetic energy are used to determine the position of the emitter atom.

• XPS is thus a powerful crystallographic tool to directly determine structure and has 
been mostly used for well ordered surfaces and adsorbate structures.

• It has also been used to monitor SCLS.
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Photoelectron Diffraction (PED)-principle
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Photoelectron Diffraction (PED)-example CO on Ni(110)

Emitter

Scatterer

Direct
C1s Wave

Scattered by O
C1s Wave

superposition
0th Order

1st Order

In
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ity

 (a
.u

.)

Polar angle along [001] (degrees)

Forward scattering experiment that can be done in the laboratory


